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ABSTRACT 

 
While emerging nanotechnologies are opening promising paths in several economic sectors, 
some studies suggest the nanoparticles (NP) they generate could have negative effects, 
particularly on health and the environment. These NP can be generated during fabrication, 
shaping, handling and assembly of ordinary metallic and non-metallic workpieces and 
nanomaterial-based workpieces. Other everyday activities, such as automobile braking, can also 
produce NP. It is therefore urgent to find ways of controlling these risks. However, usual risk 
assessment techniques and methods are not directly applicable to NP. This project’s objective is 
to establish an efficient NP measuring, control and characterization method applicable to 
industrial fabrication processes.  

Laboratory machining and friction tests, performed on industrial-calibre machine tools, coupled 
with simulations of the behaviour of airborne particles and air flows within machine enclosures, 
were necessary to conduct this study. Several kinds of particle sampling equipment (SMPS, APS, 
MOUDI) and characterization equipment (scanning electron microscope – SEM, transmission 
electron microscope – TEM, and atomic force microscope – AFM) were used. This project made 
it possible, in particular, to:  

 Establish a sampling, collection and measuring procedure: development of methods of 
collecting and preparing substrates adapted to NP and to the different microscopes used 
(SEM, TEM and AFM); then improve measurement by developing corrective factors to 
compensate for particle shapes and densities.  

 Determine the conditions for NP generation during the friction and machining of aluminium 
alloy workpieces, as well as the concentrations and aerodynamic diameter distributions of 
these particles. We have thus developed strategies for NP emission reduction at source during 
machining and friction, based on the choice of operating conditions. 

 Demonstrate that machining of common alloys, which are not considered nanomaterials, 
emits more NP than micrometre-sized particles, and that the majority of these NP are smaller 
than 20 nanometres. 

 Classify common machining processes (milling, turning and drilling) and dry friction 
operation according to their NP emission capacity. For the aluminium alloys tested, milling 
was found to be the operation that emits the most NP. 

This work showed the necessity of knowing the shape of particles and their trajectory during 
emission, in order to improve capture and measurement precision. It also revealed the presence 
of ultrafine particles during machine shaping of ordinary materials not containing NP. These 
particulate emissions depend on the processes and their parameters, the cutting materials and the 
cut materials, resulting in the possibility of being able to control these particulate emissions. The 
typical cases of nanomaterials and composites containing or not containing nanoparticles deserve 
to be examined. 

In this report, the term nanoparticles (NP) refers to nanosized ultrafine particles emitted non 
intentionally during machining of metal workpieces (or other processes). 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 
The emergence of nanomaterials has opened up new industrial, scientific and even social 
perspectives. Due to the risks associated with the growing use of nanomaterials, regulators are 
seeking to establish new standards for particles smaller than 100 nm. NP are present during 
fabrication (synthesis and shaping), handling and assembly of ordinary metal workpieces and 
nanomaterial-based workpieces. Other everyday activities, such as automobile braking, can also 
produce NP. It is therefore urgent to find means of protection or control. 
 
Machining tests conducted at École de technologie supérieure (ÉTS), Product, Process and 
Systems Engineering Laboratory (P2SEL also known in French as LIPPS), have shown that 
source reduction of the formation of micrometre-sized particles is possible. We estimate that a 
similar reduction should also be possible for NP. However, knowledge of NP is still at the 
embryonic stage, as are reproducible and reliable measuring methods. It is therefore essential to 
establish a reliable measuring procedure to validate NP source reduction efforts. 
 
This report is divided into nine sections, including this introduction. Section 2 is devoted to the 
problem of measurement of NP, current scientific knowledge and research objectives. Section 3 
presents the methodology used, while Section 4 relates the outcomes obtained. The discussion is 
presented in Section 5, which covers the NP aerodynamic behaviour, the effects of the process, 
the cut material, the tool and the cutting conditions. A conclusion (Section 6), the applicability of 
the outcomes (Section 7), recommendations (Section 8) and references (Section 9) complete the 
report. 
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2. PROBLEM, STATE OF KNOWLEDGE AND RESEARCH 

OBJECTIVES 

 
2.1 Problem 

2.1.1 NP in the work environment 

NP are found in many industrial environments, including those engaged in fabricating composite 
materials. Several research studies address the interaction between NP and the matrix in 
composite materials to understand the phenomenon better. NP do not act as simple conventional 
additives, but also as a major reinforcement that significantly improves the mechanical properties 
of the materials (Bensadoun, 2011; Jancar et al, 2010; Pustkova et al, 2009; Laoutid et al, 2009). 
 
According to Witschger et al, (2012), NP exposure can occur during synthesis, handling and 
shaping of nanomaterials (including machining, sanding and polishing), and during cleaning of 
equipment and waste collection, transportation and treatment. 
 
In 2010, the number of workers in the nanotechnology sector was estimated at 20,000 worldwide 
(Boczkowski and Lanone, 2010), but the number of people who may be exposed to NP is 
surprisingly higher, due to additional processes that could occur. Indeed, some fabrication 
processes generate aerosols (dry or wet), which can be harmful to the health of machine tool 
operators and the environment. It was proved that metal machining processes produce broad 
spectra of particles (Tönshoff et al, 1997; Malshe et al, 1998) some of which are NP (Zaghbani et 
al, 2009; Khettabi et al, 2010). This is also the case for wood (Subra et al, 1999), which produces 
dust during machining. However, the outcomes of laboratory machining tests conducted on 
metals showed that metallic particle emissions (PM2.5) diminish as the cutting speed increases 
(Songmene et al, 2008a; Zaghbani et al, 2009). These outcomes are very interesting from the 
practical point of view, because it is possible to machine workpieces at very high cutting speeds, 
thus guaranteeing greater productivity, while reducing the production of harmful dusts.  
 
Aitken et al (2004) estimate that in England, approximately one million employees would be 
exposed to NP via processes such as welding, working or processing of metallic materials. The 
work of Malshe et al (1998) indicates that most of the dusts generated during machining consist 
of very fine particles (diameter smaller than 1 µm). Their numeric concentration is around 10 to 
35 times greater than that of the biggest particles (around 5 µm in diameter) and depends on the 
type of cutting tool used.  
 
While countries such as Germany, the United States and England have set dust exposure limits 
(or indicative values) for fabrication sector workers, Canada still has no specific regulations in 
this regard. Work performed by Tönshoff et al (1997), in Germany, showed that, without a 
suction system, micrometer-sized dust emissions during part grinding represented a real danger 
for the operators’ health, because these emissions exceeded 100% of the limit permitted in 
Germany, which was 6 mg/m3. Note that the size of the particles studied by these authors ranged 
from 0.03 to 16 micrometres.   
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In the United States, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
recommended exposure limits of 1.5 mg/m³ for fine TiO2 and 0.1 mg/m³ for ultrafine TiO2, in 
mean concentrations weighted over time, for a maximum of 10 h/day and 40 h/week.1 Likewise, 
the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA, 2009) also indicates that 
benchmark levels (or exposure limit values) were proposed in the United Kingdom (UK) for four 
classes of nanomaterials:  

• Insoluble nanomaterials: 0.066 × occupational exposure limit (OEL) of the corresponding 
microsized bulk material (expressed as mass concentration); 

• Fibrous nanomaterials: 0.01 fibres/ml; 

• Highly soluble nanomaterials: 0.5 x OEL; 

• CMAR (carcinogenetic, mutagenic, asthmagenic or reproductive) nanomaterials: 0.1 x 
OEL of the corresponding microsized bulk material (expressed as mass concentration). 

 
Boczkowski and Lanone (2010), after regretting the nonexistence of an NP-specific occupational 
exposure limit value, proposed the adoption of a prudent attitude to manufactured NP by limiting 
industrial exposures and instituting collective protection integrated into the fabrication process.  
 
In 2012, the Swiss National Accident Insurance Fund (SUVA, 2012) published benchmark levels 
for some NP (6 mg/m³ for inert dusts; 2 mg/m³ for hardwood; 0.2 mg/m³ for mineral oil mists, 
0.15 mg/m³ for crystalline silica and 0.1 mg/m³ for lead).  
 
According to SUVA (2013), no international limit has been established or published yet for NP. 
However, SUVA (2013) mentions the following indicative limits:  

Dusts in general: 
• Alveolar dust: 3 mg/m3  
• Inhalable dust: 10 mg/m3  

  

1 NIOSH Current Intelligence Bulletin: Evaluation of Health Hazard and Recommendations for Occupational 
Exposure to Titanium Dioxide. Draft, November 22, 2005. 
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Nanoparticles: 

• Carbon nanotubes and nanofibres (length greater than 5 μm, diameter smaller than 
3 μm, length-to-diameter ratio greater than 3:1): 0.01 fibre/ml 

• Titanium dioxide nanoparticles: 0.3 mg/m3 (alveolar fraction)  

In this report, we focused on metal cutting processes and mechanical friction between two 
metallic materials. Undoubtedly, the development of an NP measuring method and the 
establishment of a database on emissions generated during workpiece fabrication and friction 
would help Canadian legislators propose regulations in this field. These outcomes could also 
raise manufacturers’ awareness so that they implement corrective or preventive measures.  
 

2.1.2 NP measurement, control and source reduction  

Source reduction can be accomplished at three levels: production, substitution and work 
practices (WHO, 1999). The production or fabrication processes can be improved by applying 
methods that generate fewer particles. Regarding materials, or the nature of the dusts, materials 
can be changed so they generate less dust. Hoower et al (1990) showed that fragile materials 
produce more dust than ductile materials, and that metals produce more dust (around 500 times 
more) than alloys. If substitution is not possible, particle source reduction strategies must be 
researched or developed (WHO, 1999).  
 
Machining tests conducted at the Fabrication Laboratory of the École de technologie supérieure 
(ÉTS), in Montréal, showed that source reduction of the formation of micrometre-sized particles 
is possible, sometimes by a factor of 10, by changing the parameters and the machining 
strategies (Songmene et al, 2008), or by local cooling of materials before machining (Balout et 
al, 2007). We therefore estimate that source reduction of NP generation is also possible. 
Preliminary work (Zaghbani et al, 2009; Khettabi et al, 2007, 2008, 2009a) confirms this 
hypothesis for some materials and under certain machining conditions. Songmene et al (2012) 
also showed that the mass concentrations of particles emitted during machining can be reduced, 
without harmful effects on productivity, by using the right tool geometry or judiciously 
combining the cutting parameters: speed and feed rate.  
 
However, to achieve this, it is essential to establish a reliable NP measuring procedure, because 
NP behave differently than microparticles and are more difficult to measure. Also note that the 
ambient air, especially in fabrication shops, already contains many NP of varied sources and 
sizes. This is why it is necessary to conduct any study of NP control or source reduction in a 
controlled environment, as near as possible to the generating source (for example, the machine 
tool enclosure in the case of machining). This is necessary in order to identify the method that 
generates the fewest possible particles.  
 
However, little is known about the interaction among the process, the material and NP formation. 
This deficiency is an even greater cause of concern for nanomaterials, which can generate many 
NP. Moreover, the methods usually employed in occupational hygiene to protect against aerosols 
are not adapted and do not allow adequate detection or characterization of ultrafine aerosols, 
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smaller than 0.1 µm (Mark, 2004). The potential for collection of this type of particle is low, 
because their airborne behaviour is not yet mastered (Witschger and Fabriès, 2005b).  
 
Control of airborne NP by source ventilation or general ventilation poses a challenge due to their 
aerodynamic behaviour, generally associated with the behaviour of a passive scalar. At low 
concentrations, NP tend to behave like a gas in a forced air flow, which is why it is important to 
model the dispersion of a trace gas to predict and improve the efficiency of the means of capture. 
Moreover, according to Vincent (1989), the assessment of occupational exposure to aerosols has 
become more complex, because the nature of the processes implemented at the workstation and 
the type of aerosol released must be taken into account.  

 
2.2 State of scientific and technical knowledge  

2.2.1 Potentially harmful effect of NP relative to their size 

The epidemiological studies show that metal dusts, including those produced in fabrication 
processes, represent an occupational safety risk (Tönshoff et al, 1997; Sutherland et al, 2000; 
WHO, 1999; Ostiguy et al, 2006). Their effects range from simple airway irritation to cancers, 
including bronchitis and asthma. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) confirms that 
even low concentrations of certain metals can cause acute pulmonary effects (Sutherland et al, 
2000). The people at greatest risk of developing stomach, pancreatic, prostate and rectal cancer 
are those who are frequently exposed to metal cutting particles (Hands et al, 1996; Mackerer, 
1989).  
 
Because of these problems, the occupational health and safety regulatory agencies increasingly 
urge manufacturers to reduce NP and metallic dust emissions. It is well known that the level of 
penetration of particles in the respiratory tract depends on the size of the particles (Ostiguy et al, 
2006). In general, particles smaller than 2.5 µm will tend to be deposited in the alveolar region of 
the lung, while the largest particles will be deposited in the upper airway. Khettabi et al. (2007) 
have established correlations between the cutting tool geometry and the chip formation on 
generation of microparticles (PM2.5) during dry machining of steel and aluminium alloys. 
According to the work of Witschger and Fabriès (2005a), the size ranges that should be given 
special attention are those from 1 to 2.5 µm, as well as from 5 to 20 nm, because the particles 
with an aerodynamic diameter within the latter range are mostly deposited in the alveoli. It is 
therefore completely justified to work with NP with a diameter greater than 5 nm during in vitro 
studies of alveolar cells.  
  
According to Zhang et al (2000), NP would be as harmful as microparticles, especially when 
they are absorbed by human body cells. Experimental studies conducted by Oberdörster et al 
(2005) showed that particles, even when inert, can become biologically active when they are 
nanosized. Due to this size, nanoparticles can enter the human body through the nose, mouth and 
skin, and then disperse to reach the pulmonary alveoli, the circulatory system, the liver and the 
brain; they can even pass through the intestinal walls and the placenta (Ostiguy et al, 2006). Gatti 
(2004) confirmed that some NP could migrate to the kidneys and the pancreas. Ahamed et al 
(2010) confirmed the risk of cutaneous penetration by NP and the risk of harmful effects on the 
vital organs.  
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It was also shown that it is possible to improve the penetration factor of therapeutic particles 
through diseased skin, particularly through the openings of hair follicles, by reducing the size of 
these particles to nanoscale (Tarl et al, 2011). This work gives reason to consider the risks of 
skin penetration by metal NP. However, other studies, including Sadrieh et al (2010), concluded 
that nanosized metal oxides, particularly TiO2 and ZnO, are unable to penetrate healthy skin. 
Likewise, according to Lademann et al (2011), who analyzed the literature on the health and 
safety aspects of NP, there is no indication that particles of diameter ≥100 nm can pass through a 
healthy skin barrier. For NP of diameter ≤100 nm, the research is continuing, and it is expected 
that particles of diameter ≤40 nm cannot pass through the skin either. Similar studies also have to 
be conducted with NP that are not generated intentionally, particularly those produced when 
shaping materials.  
 
Elder et al (2004) showed that the toxicity of NP is directly related to their number and specific 
surface area, and not only to their mass concentration, as is the case with microparticles. It is also 
admitted that the reactivity of particles increases when their size diminishes. In particular, the 
degree of oxidation increases with the decrease in particle size. Metal particles oxidize, and this 
reaction occurs very rapidly in air; most of the time, it is instantaneous.  
 
Adequate measurement of NP eventually would allow examination of the correlations among the 
toxicity, nature, shape and size of NP, and then find means of predicting and limiting the 
production of hazardous particles. In the absence of standards for measuring metal particles, 
particularly those generated during fabrication of workpieces, it is impossible: 

• to compare the outcomes of the different laboratories; 

• to know the materials or the processes that emit fewer of these metal particles; 

• to identify clean and economical fabrication techniques. 
 

2.2.2 Measurement and characteristic parameters 

The evaluation of metal particle emissions in relation to the fabrication processes, the materials 
or any other controllable variable must be performed with high-sensitivity methods. The 
measurements taken in the open air and far from the source are interesting to test air quality, but 
are inappropriate to study the emissivity of processes or materials; they also have the effect of 
increasing the measuring time (Songmene et al, 2007).  
 
Air quality control or characterization of airborne suspended particles often uses their 
concentration as the principal parameter. With many instruments, this parameter is evaluated by 
counting the number of particles identified by the detector of the measuring instrument, which 
sucks in air at a known flow rate, and by calculating the mass concentration (mg/m3) based on 
the density of the particles, according to the assumption that they are spherical. The mass of the 
particles is also deduced by calculation. These parameters (mass, concentration) are adequate for 
large or fine particles, but not necessarily for NP (Witschger and Fabriès, 2005a). 
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Many researchers (Ostiguy et al, 2006, Witschger and Fabriès, 2005a) have suggested 
considering the specific surface area as an essential parameter for NP; there would be a better 
correlation between their specific surface area and their toxicity, while this is not the case with 
measurements relative to the mass of NP. As illustrated in Figure 1, the particle distribution 
varies depending on whether one is interested in their number, mean diameter, specific surface 
area or mass. 
 
Palmqvist and Gustafsson (1999) proposed a parameter, the Dust Unit, which indicates the 
quantity of dusts generated per unit of volume removed according the equation:  
 

Dust Unit = A * K                                (1) 
where: 

 A = measured value of the dust concentration; 

 K = 100*(5.0/s)*(1.6/d), a parameter varying according to the cutting speed (s) and 
cutting depth (d). Factor K would compensate for the values of the cutting parameters in 
relation to the benchmark levels, i.e. s=5.0 m/min and d=1.6 mm. The authors did not 
specify how these benchmark levels were selected. 
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Figure 1 – Mean size distributions of metal particles during an aluminium (6061-T6) 
machining operation, according to the four distribution modes: 

 (a) by number (M = 106), (b) by mean diameter (mm/cm3), (c) by specific surface area 
(B = 10-9 nm2/cm3) and (d) by mass (µg/m3). 
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Arumugan et al (2006) introduced a new parameter, the Green Factor, as the ratio between the 
metal removal rate (m3/min) and the aerosol mass concentration (mg/m3). The greater this factor, 
the lower the airborne particle concentration and the more environmentally friendly the process. 
This factor has a dimension that causes confusion (m3 of metal x m3 of air x min-1 x mg-1 of 
particles) and has no physical interpretation. This is why the ÉTS researchers (Khettabi et al, 
2007), and then Rautio et al (2007), preferred to use an adimensional parameter (Dust Unit, or 
Du), defined as the ratio between the mass of the particles and the mass of the chips generated, 
knowing that the goal of machining is to give a new shape to a workpiece by removing the metal. 
The new parameter (which we intend to use in the project, in addition to the concentration, the 
mass and the specific surface area) is defined by Equation 2: 

                                            (2) 

where:  
mDust (g) = total mass of dusts measured (under the negligible loss assumption), 
mChip (g) = mass of chips removed. 

 
2.2.3 Progress in the study of metal particles generated during machining         

All machining processes generate aerosols (dry or wet), which can be harmful to the health of 
machine tool operators or which deteriorate the work environment (Sutherland, 2000; Aitken et 
al, 2006; Yue et al, 2000). Occupational exposure to NP is possible for all NP fabrication and 
handling processes. In general, NP are more toxic than larger particles of the same nature 
(Honnert, 2007). The NP emissions related to certain industrial processes (machining, sanding, 
fine polishing) are as hazardous to workers’ health as manufactured NP emissions (Hervé-Bazin, 
2007; Witschger and Fabriès, 2005a). The nature, degree and probability of exposure to these 
particles depend on the process and the phase of the work considered (Derk, 2010). 
 
Songmene et al (2008b) showed that a tool worn 50% (flank wear of 0.15 mm) generates more 
metal particles during machining than a new tool and that this emission varies according to the 
type of material, as can be seen in Figure 2. The materials tested in the case of Figure 2 are 
aluminium alloys (6061-T6 and A356), brass 70/30 and magnesium alloy (AZ91E).  
 
Similarly, Djebara et al (2013) showed that machining conditions (tool coating, cutting speed, 
feed rate and the interactions among these conditions) affect the specific surface area of fine 
particles (PM2.5). It is therefore interesting to see whether this applies to NP, especially since it 
is recommended to use this metric, or failing this, the number concentration, to study NP and 
ultrafine particles, because it is known that there is a better correlation between the specific 
surface area of these particles and their toxicity (Witschger and Fabriès, 2005a). 

Dust

Chip

mDu
m

=
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Figure 2 – Influence of the condition of the tool and the materials of the workpiece on 
microparticle (PM2.5) emissions during drilling (Songmene et al, 2008b). 

 
Balout et al (2007) and Songmene et al (2008a) explained dust generation by shearing, 
deformation and friction phenomena. The dust-generating zones are described in Figure 3 and 
represent the particle emission zones in the case of a groove milling operation: shear zone, 
deformation and chip fall zone, tool-chip friction zone and tool-workpiece friction zone.  
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 3 – Dust production zones in the case of milling. Adapted from Balout et al (2007) 
and Songmene et al (2008a), by Djebara (2012). 
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It was shown that a correlation exists between chip shape and particulate emissions during 
cutting of metal matrix composites (Kremer, 2009; Kremer and El Mansori, 2009). If chip 
formation is controlled, particulate emissions can also be controlled (Balout et al, 2007). Kremer 
(2009) observed that composites containing 25% SiC and which have not been heat treated 
produce between 3 and 23 times fewer dusts than those subjected to structural hardening (T4 
treatment). Note that Kremer (2009) did not study nanoparticle emissions, which has yet to be 
done.  
 
Since 2002, ÉTS researchers have studied dust generation during dry machining processes (less 
costly and offering chip recycling possibilities) with a view to source reduction of the production 
of these effluents. These studies, most of which deal with drilling and focus on microparticles, 
have made it possible to:  

• Develop new cutting strategies that reduce generation of metal particles (PM2.5) by a 
factor of 10, while maintaining competitive productivity (Songmene et al, 2008b; Balout et 
al, 2007). 

• Establish that dust is produced by micro-friction of the deformation planes against each 
other (Balout et al, 2003, 2007; Khettabi et al, 2008). Any mechanism that suppresses this 
micro-friction will significantly reduce particle production. 

• Show that dust production diminishes under specific cutting conditions (Songmene et al, 
2007, 2008b; Khettabi et al, 2007).  

• Show that ductile materials produce more micrometric dusts than fragile materials. They 
have also designed a new cutting strategy that favours generation of fragile chips and 
reduces dust generation by at least 70% (Balout et al, 2007).  

 
2.2.4 Progress in the study of airborne NP behaviour 

The determination of NP exposure levels depends on the refinement of experimental techniques, 
particularly by the use of appropriate exposure metrics. Parallel to the experimental aspect, 
digital simulation can be used advantageously as an exposure level forecasting tool. However, a 
precise characterization of the aerodynamic behaviour of NP requires that several parameters be 
taken into account. Currently, no model exists that allows simultaneous consideration of all the 
phenomena governing the aerodynamic behaviour of nano-aerosols. In the current state of 
knowledge, the work addresses the parameters considered most important. One of them is 
Brownian diffusion, which results in the statistically random motion of particles subject to the 
effect of collisions with neighbouring molecules. This Brownian motion can be characterized by 
a diffusion coefficient (Hervé-Bazin, 2007). Hinds (1999) calls on the Stokes-Einstein equation 
to express the diffusion coefficient as a function of particulate mobility. The resulting expression 
indicates that the diffusion coefficient is proportional to the ambient temperature and inversely 
proportional to the square of the diameter of the particle. Rudyak et al (2001) presented the 
outcomes of an analysis based on molecular dynamics to determine NP diffusion in a dense 
medium. The authors compared their model to the diffusion coefficients obtained from Einstein’s 
theory.  
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All this work provides very useful information on the order of magnitude of the diffusion 
coefficient as a function of the aerodynamic diameter of NP. However, the coefficients obtained 
vary according to the approach used. It is clear that other research will be necessary to determine 
the NP diffusion coefficient with greater accuracy. Moreover, although diffusion is responsible 
for the transport of NP over distances ranging from tens to hundreds of µm, transport on the 
macroscopic scale is mainly governed by “turbulent diffusion”. Given the flow rates usually 
observed in industrial ventilation, Vincent (1989) estimated that this “turbulent” diffusion 
coefficient is significantly higher than the Brownian diffusion coefficient. This finding indicates 
that, in practice, the process of transport of NP by diffusion is primarily governed by turbulent 
effects.  
 
The coagulation mechanism is another factor to consider in predicting NP behaviour. Contrary to 
gas molecules, aerosol particles that collide will tend to adhere to each other to form aggregates, 
which will change the particle size distribution over time. However, few studies exist on the 
subject. We can cite the work of Park et al (2002), who present a temporal evolution model of 
the particle size distribution of an aerosol due to Brownian and turbulent coagulation. Hinds 
(1999) insisted that it is necessary to differentiate two types of coagulation: a) monodisperse 
coagulation, which involves NP of identical diameter, and b) polydisperse coagulation, for which 
the NP diameters exhibit a certain distribution. In the case of a monodisperse aerosol, Hinds’ 
data (1999) suggests the agglomeration phenomenon is negligible if the particle concentration is 
lower than 105 particles/cm3. Polydisperse coagulation involves highly complex relationships.  
 
This analysis shows remarkable progress in the understanding, forecasting and source reduction 
of micrometre-sized particles, but much still has to be done regarding NP, particularly: 

• Refinement of the nanoparticle measuring method; 

• Characterization of the behaviour of these airborne particles (at rest or drawn into a fluid in 
motion) and the influence of this behaviour on measurement; 

• Development of a measuring standard, including correction factors relative to the shape, 
size, density, degree of agglomeration and chemical composition;  

• Design of emission maps of common fabrication processes, and development of NP 
reduction or prevention strategies; 

• Creation of rapid, efficient, portable detection instruments accessible to small and medium 
enterprises. 
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2.3 Research objectives  

The main objective of this project was to develop an NP measuring, control and characterization 
procedure. This procedure then was applied to the fabrication processes and to friction, in order 
to define these processes in terms of NP production. The specific objectives were to:  

i) Develop a procedure for measurement and characterization of NP produced in a 
controlled environment (machine tool enclosure);  

ii) Study the behaviour of airborne NP to refine measurement and limit particle losses in the 
different measuring systems;  

iii) Apply the procedure to the evaluation of a metal workpiece fabrication process and the 
study of friction between two workpieces, thus simulating certain braking methods; 

iv) Design source reduction strategies for NP produced by the two above-mentioned 
processes. 

 
The study of metal cutting processes allowed us to show the influences of the cutting tool 
(geometry and coating), the cut materials and the cutting conditions and parameters on NP 
emissions. Similarly, the friction study allowed us to quantify the contribution of friction to NP 
emissions during machining, as well as informing us about the influence of the parameters, such 
as rubbing speed.  
 
This project was not about the toxicity of NP, but rather the development of an efficient 
measuring and characterization method, and the search for factors that could limit the generation 
of NP considered hazardous by toxicologists. In the longer term, we plan to develop NP source 
reduction strategies, applying the effects of the tools and cutting conditions studied.
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3. RESEARCH METHOD  
 
3.1 Procedure for studying NP emissions during machining and 

friction 

We conducted machining and friction tests at the ÉTS Fabrication Laboratory on industrial-
calibre machine-tools and measuring instruments (Fig. 4): high-speed machine-tool (maximum 
rotation speed: 30,000 revolutions per minute; maximum torque the machine can withstand: 
50 Nm). This machine tool was connected to a particle suction, filtration and treatment system 
with a capacity of 1.5 m3/h. During the machining tests, the tool cut the metal and a sampling 
device brought particle-loaded air to measuring instruments. Table 1 summarizes the machining 
parameters and conditions used.  
 

  
Figure 4 – Experimental device: Machine tool and particle measuring system: SMPS + 

DMA+ APS + CPC.  

Table 1: Machining parameters used in the experimental study. 

 
Factors 

Factor level 
1 2 3 

A: Cutting speed (m/min) 300 750 1200 

B: Cutting feed rate per tooth (mm) 0.01 0.055 0.1 
C: Cutting depth (mm) 1 2 
D: Workpiece material Al 6061-T6 Al 2024-T351 Al 7075-T6 

E: Cutting tool (Iscar 
Ref: E90A-D.75-

W.75-M); 
3 teeth 

Ref. IC 328 IC 908 IC 4050 
Coatings and 

hardness 
TiCN 

2400 HV 
TiAlN 

3000 HV 
TiCN+Al2O3+TiN 

2400 HV 
Corner radius 

(mm) 0.5 0.83 0.5 

F: Cutting fluid None 
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During the friction study, the workpiece was mounted on the same machine-tool table, and a 
rubbing tool, also called a pin, was mounted on the machine-tool spindle instead of the cutting 
tool (Fig. 5). Two setups were studied: a first case, called “Setup 1”, in which the pin was 
rotating around the same centre spot, and a second case, called “Setup 2”, in which the pin was 
driven by two motions: a rotational movement and a translatory movement. The first setup was 
similar to the braking mechanism of cars and trains, while the second simulated the friction that 
occurs between a tool and a workpiece during machining (zone 4 of Fig. 3). The workpieces 
were aluminium alloy (6061-T6 and 7075-T6), while the pin consisted of an uncoated carbide 
cylinder, with a diameter of 19.05 mm. In the case of Setup 2, the pin rotated at predetermined 
speeds and moved along the workpiece at a constant feed rate of 50 m/min. 
 

 
 

Figure 5 - Setup of workpieces used for the friction study (adapted from Kouam et al, 
2010).  

 

During the tests described above, the cutting forces were also measured to estimate the energy 
required for cutting and for friction. The information obtained on these forces allowed 
refinement of the particle emission prediction models during machining and friction. The chips 
were also collected to correlate chip formation and deformations with particulate emissions.  
 
3.2 Study of the motion of particles in an air flow and integration 

with the measuring system 

During a machining procedure, an additional difficulty in the study of particle generation arises 
from the fact that the processes generate air turbulence caused by the relative motion of the tool 
and the workpiece, which can alters the behaviour of the particles and can affect the precision of 
the measurement. Since the measurements were taken during machining (possibility of particle 
turbulence) and after machining, until the concentration reaches the same level as before the 
cutting operation, we note there was little chance that the total concentration would be largely 
affected by the tool’s rotating motion. Nonetheless, a procedure for visualizing the displacement 

Workpiece

Pin

Setup  1: Pin in rotation only

Pin

Setup 2: Pin in rotation
and translation

f
NN

f : Pin translational speed or feed speed : 50 m/min
N: Pin rotational speed : 1000-17000  revolutions per minute

Workpiece
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of particles and the motion of the air during machining was designed and applied (Fig. 6). It 
consisted of using dry ice blocks and filming the motion of the dust released.  
 

 
Figure 6 - Simulation of the direction taken by particles emitted during slot milling 

(750 m/min, 0.165 mm/revolution, tool diameter 19 mm). 
 
Using this dry ice block machining approach, Djebara et al (2012) developed a procedure to 
show the behaviour of microparticles and NP in the vicinity of the cutting zone. This procedure, 
applied to drilling, grooving and face milling, revealed that NP trajectories are governed by the 
type of machining operation and the velocity field created by the motion of the tool; they also 
depend on the geometry of the cutting tool and the machining conditions. For example, in the 
case of slot milling (Fig. 6), most of the dusts produced are projected according to the machined 
slot in the opposite direction of the cutting feed rate. It should be noted that, in this figure, the 
tool is moving from the right of the block to its left and is filmed in positions 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
Knowledge of these trajectories allowed better positioning of the metal particle capture and/or 
measuring system during machine grooving tests. However, it was shown that the trajectory and 
the dispersion mode of the particle change with the processes (face milling, drilling, etc.).2 
  
Likewise, digital simulation models were developed to improve the reliability of digital 
predictions by putting the emphasis on NP Browning and turbulent diffusion phenomena 
(Morency and Hallé, 2013; also see Section 5.1 of this report). This work allowed assessment 
and limitation of losses in the sampling and measuring systems, by limiting the length of the 
tubes. 
  

2 Djebara, Ph.D. thesis (2012), available on the ÉTS website (http://espace.etsmtl.ca/1014/) [Last consultation: 
February 10, 2014]. 
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3.3 Particle sample capture and sample preparation procedures for 

microscopy 

Sampling was assured by pumping or suction of the air from or near the cutting zone. An 
enclosure was used to confine the volume of air containing the particles emitted by the 
machining process. Measuring instruments were used to classify the particles according to their 
aerodynamic diameter or their electrical mobility.  
 
A particle capture procedure was developed in the laboratory with a view to recovering particles 
on substrates so that they can be analyzed by microscopy (AFM and SEM) or by energy-
dispersive X-ray diffraction, classic EDX. Two substrate types were used for sampling and 
characterization: metal (aluminium) substrates and polycarbonate (PC) substrates. The 
experimental sampling setup varied according to the type of substrate necessary for microscopic 
analysis. For the aluminium substrate, the particles were directed directly to the sampler (NAS), 
while for the polycarbonate substrate, a cassette was used upstream of the NAS as a pumping 
source, to suction the particles (Fig. 7). 
  

 
Figure 7 – Experimental setups for NP sampling by the SMPS and the NAS. 

 
3.3.1 Setup of NP capture devices 

Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS): The Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer measures 
particle size distribution according to electrical mobility related to diameter, between 2.5 and 
1000 nm. It uses a bipolar charger to establish a balance of known charges for the sampled 
aerosol. The particles are classified under the effect of an electrical field. The system using 
electrical mobility adopts the assumption that the shape of the particles is spherical. It is possible 
to select particle size according to the difference in potential imposed by the operator. In this 
way, it is possible to target a range of sizes and use a cassette with a substrate so that only 
particles of the desired size are collected. They then will be analyzed by microscopy. The SMPS 

 
 

a) Aluminium Substrate  
 

b) Polycarbonate Substrate  
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couples a particle selection technique based on mobility with a Differential Mobility Analyzer 
(DMA) and a Condensation Particle Counter (CPC). Measurement is precise, but the device has 
low mobility and is very expensive, over $100,000. Despite this high cost, the SMPS is one of 
the most commonly used instruments to measure the aerosol spectra in the size range from 2.5 to 
1000 nm.  
 
The instrument is composed of three main parts: the particle charger, the classification column 
and the particle detection system. Sampling is performed through an impactor (MOUDI). The 
particles with high inertia end their path on an impaction plate. The smallest particles with low 
inertia avoid any contact with the plate and exit the impactor via the 90° flow path. The aerosol 
then penetrates the Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA), which classifies the particles 
according to the electrical mobility (proportional to the particle diameter). The DMA exists in 
two types of classification columns: a Long Differential Mobility Analyzer (LDMA) or a Nano 
Differential Mobility Analyzer (NDMA). After the monodisperse sample exits the DMA 
classifier, the monodisperse aerosol flows to a particle counter, which measures the number 
concentration. Once the unit is activated, the monodisperse sample enters the saturator, where it 
is exposed to distilled water vapour. The particle and the vapour then flow through the 
condenser, where the distilled water vapour condenses on all the particles. This phenomenon 
increases the initial size of the particles. These larger droplets then pass through a laser beam, 
and each droplet diffuses light. The diffused light intensity peaks are counted continuously and 
expressed as particles/cm3 per second. For more information on the SMPS, refer to Witschger 
and Fabriès (2005b), Görner and Fabriès (1990) or the website of the manufacturer TSI.3 

 
MOUDI: This device uses cascade impactors to classify particles according to their aerodynamic 
diameter (Fig. 8). The MOUDI can sample particles ranging in diameter between 56 nm and 
10 µm (Table 2). For sizes smaller than 10 nm, the NANO-MOUDI is used. This device operates 
according to the same principle, except that low pressure is used for the lower stages. A suction 
pump with a flow rate of 30 l/min is connected to the impactors to ensure collection of the 
particles. To obtain better MOUDI efficiency, a coat of grease or oil is applied delicately to the 
substrates to avoid the rebound and resuspension phenomena. The MOUDI used for the ÉTS 
laboratory machining tests is the model 110 rotary with 10 impaction stages. 
 

3 http://www.tsi.com/scanning-mobility-particle-sizer-spectrometer-3936 [Last consultation: February 10, 2014]. 
                                                 

http://www.tsi.com/scanning-mobility-particle-sizer-spectrometer-3936
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               a) 

 
b) 

Figure 8 - Presentation of the MOUDI: a) Description of an individual stage, b) Structural 
overview of the stages. 

 
The MOUDI setup is the same for the two substrate types. The substrates are placed on the 
MOUDI’s different stages to recover the deposited particles,  (Fig. 9). The substrates must be 
treated to prepare them for microscopic characterization.  
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Figure 9 – Experimental setup for NP sampling by the MOUDI. 

 
 

Table 2: The ten impaction stages of the MOUDI and the diameters of the particles 
corresponding to each stage.  

MOUDI stage Aerodynamic diameters of the 
particles at the cutting points (μm) 

1 18 
2 10 
3 5.6 
4 3.2 
5 1.8 
6 1.0 
7 0.56 
8 0.32 
9 0.18 

10 0.1 
Filter 0.056 

 
For sampling, a substrate is deposited on each stage of the impactors. The substrate must be flat 
and thin enough to be nested on the impactor plate by a clamping ring. Generally, aluminium 
substrates of 35 mm or 47 mm in diameter are used. One day before their use, the substrates must 
be dipped in methanol, washed in deionized distilled water and dried in the oven at 100°C for 
three hours, then stored in a clean place.  
 
Nanometer Aerosol Sampler (NAS): With the NAS sampler, only one substrate is used to 
collect NP. An impactor serves to preselect the sucked-up particles. This instrument can sample 
only charged particles. The three possibilities are: 

• Use the SAN substrate directly; 
• Use another flat metal substrate, placed before collection on the NAS substrate: this will 

allow certain manipulations, such as the application of a metallization layer or 
transparization to use the substrate on the TEM; 

• Use the NAS combined with the SMPS or the APS, as shown in Figure 7. 

Sampling Machining area 

Al/PC 
Collecting substrate      

Cascade impactors 
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3.3.2 Substrate preparation procedure 

To characterize NP, it was necessary to recover them on a substrate, which could be used in 
microscopy. As already mentioned, two substrate types were used for sampling: polycarbonate 
and metal. The polycarbonate substrates were prepared for use on the TEM. However, the SEM 
requires conductive substrates, which is why thin aluminium substrates were used. 
 
For polycarbonate (PC) substrates, a protocol was developed at the IRSST.  It consisted of the 
following steps: 

• First metallization by carbon layer on the blank PC substrate to obtain a premetallized 
filter;  

• Sampling on the premetallized filter; 
• Second metallization after sampling; 
• Transparization by transfer of a portion of the filter to a copper grid. This supported the 

sample sandwiched between two carbon metallization layers.  
 
For aluminium metal substrates, several tests were conducted to determine an optimum 
preparation method for better characterization using the SEM or the AFM. Figure 10 shows a 
blank substrate before sampling.  

 

  
Figure 10 - Aluminium substrate without metallization.  

 
For the SEM, the substrate had to be electrically conductive, flat and covered with a metallized 
layer after sampling, in order to ensure fixation of the particles (the application of the vacuum in 
the SEM could tear away the particles) (Fig. 11). This metallized layer consisted of a gold 
coating applied by a plasma deposit (EMITECH K550x Sputter Coater). This coating’s thickness 
varies according to the size of the deposited particles. To ensure better NP analysis, it was 
therefore necessary to establish the optimum thickness of the metallization layer. For NP, 
different substrate metallization layer thicknesses were applied, namely 7 nm, 14 nm and 21 nm, 
with a blank substrate (uncoated). The outcomes shows that a 14 or 21 nm coating completely 
hides the nanometric particles and that the coating observed by the SEM is only the metallization 
layer (Fig. 12a and b). The 7 nm coating leaves a contrast between the sampled particles and the 
metallization layer (Fig. 12c). 
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a) 

 
b) 

Figure 11 - Metallization: a) EMITECH K550x Sputter Coater metallizer, b) substrate 
with deposit of a gold coating of around 7 nm. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 12 – Different metallization layer thicknesses: a) 21 nm, b) 14 nm and c) 7 nm. 
 

3.4 SMPS Characterization of NP concentrations  

The NP emitted during the machining study or the friction study were characterized using 
instruments illustrated in Figure 4 and described in the following section. The system combined 
two equipment units to cover the ranges from 2.5 nm to 20 μm. Software made it possible to 
extract all the information coming from these two instruments and merge the outcomes. This 
system was composed of a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) and an APS spectrometer. 
The SMPS provided, directly, the particle size distribution and the particle count for particle 
aerodynamic diameters ranging between 10 nm and 1 μm, while the APS allowed measurement 
of the distribution of particles with aerodynamic diameters between 0.5 and 20 μm. 
 
The particles then were collected, either on a substrate placed on the sampler medium (TSI NAS 
3089) by electrostatic precipitation, or directly on a separator stage by impaction (MOUDI). 
Next, the substrates were analyzed by microscopy (scanning, transmission, atomic force) to 
identify their composition and degree of agglomeration and to confirm their size and shape. For 
this purpose, the substrate preparation and microscopic analysis methods were adapted to the NP.  
 
The first NP analyses performed during machining and friction operations, using the SMPS 
spectrometer, provided the number concentration, the mass concentration and the specific 
surface area concentration according to the sizes measured (aerodynamic diameter). These 
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concentrations were measured before, during and after the cutting process, until the return to the 
ambient concentration.  
  
In the first place, the SMPS is based on classification of particles according to their electrical 
mobility to determine their diameter. These particles then are quantified by a counter, the CPC 
(Fig. 4), and the system gives the number concentration per cubic centimetre or air (#/cm3) for 
each size (CP). The other metrics, such as the mass concentration or total mass of the particles 
(CM) and the mean specific surface area concentration, or surface concentration (CS), were 
calculated by using formulas presented in Tableau 3. 
 

Table 3: Formulas and metrics used for SMPS characterization of NP.  

Number concentration  
 

Specific surface area 
concentration 

Mass concentration  
 

CP 

(#/cm3) 
CS 

(nm2/cm3) 
CM 

(μg/m3) 

   
 

Where: 
c: Number concentration by size (#/cm3)  

η: Efficiency factor 

φ: Dilution factor 
Dp: Particle mobility diameter (nm) 

Q: Sampling flows (cm3/s) 

t: Sampling time (s)  

ρ: Particle density (g/cm3) 
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3.5 Other sampling instructions for SMPS or MOUDI instruments 

 
3.5.1 Conditions of connection and operating conditions of the 
instruments 

According to the studies performed by the different members of our team, it was necessary to 
take certain rules into account to increase measuring efficiency. Table 4 summarizes all these 
rules to ensure a standard approach that guarantees the conformity of the measurements.  

 
Table 4: Experimental rules suggested for use of SMPS and MOUDI instruments. 

 General rules to observe Purposes and comments 

1 Shorten the length of the suction 
tube To avoid losses. 

2 Choose the collection method Recover the particles on a substrate or measure their 
concentration. 

3 Define the suction flow rate From 1.7 to 30 l/min to increase measuring efficiency. 

4 Connect only one measuring 
system 

The use of two or more systems will result in sharing of 
the quantity generated. The measuring systems are 
limited by the size ranges.  

5 Calibrate the measuring 
instruments  Ensure that the instruments are working correctly.  

6 
Ensure the concentration level is 
the same and the lowest between 
tests 

Be able to separate the operations and to determine the 
quantity generated by a single operation. 

7 Ensure the repeatability of the 
outcomes Verify the fluctuations of measuring outcomes. 

 

A study conducted by François Morency and Stéphane Hallé of the ÉTS (Morency et al, 2008, 
Morency and Hallé, 2010) has already shown that the losses in the sampling tube can be 
considerable if the length, size and nature of this tube are neglected. To improve measuring 
efficiency, it was therefore necessary to increase the flow rate, render the tube conductive and 
shorten it as much as possible. However, the increase in the sampling flow rate can reduce the 
time the sampled air stays in the measuring device. For some devices, this can cause measuring 
errors. Indeed, these devices are equipped with a neutralizer of aerosol-borne electrical charges 
and use a radioactive bipolar charger, thus allowing neutralization of the incoming particles. 
These particles are charged under the influence of an ion field generated by a radioactive source 
of 85Kr to satisfy the Boltzmann distribution. The neutralizer’s precision and efficiency require a 
balanced charge distribution, which requires the particles to stay in the measuring device for a 
sufficient length of time.  
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3.5.2 Setting the charge, density and shape of the particles 

The NP measuring devices present some limitations due to their method of use, as well as the 
charge, density and shape of the particles. The SMPS is considered to be one of the devices most 
often used in the measurement of NP with ELPI and NANO-MOUDI impactors. In this type of 
instrument, the sampled particle is charged and then it passes through an electrical field. The 
capacity to pass through this field thus depends on the charge of the particle, and the charge, in 
turn, varies according to the particle’s size.  The larger the particle, the more it can be charged. 
Before operating the instruments, it was necessary to configure the control software of these 
devices. Each instrument requires a specific procedure to set the charge, density and shape of the 
particles.  
 
The particle charge problem is difficult to resolve. If the charge is multiple and is too high, the 
measurement may be wrong. When using the SMPS, the correction can be made directly by 
adequate configuration of the device, on condition that the polarity is known in advance. Other 
processes are used to solve the problem of the high electrical charge, such as unipolar diffusion 
charging (Covert et al, 1997; Kruis and Fissan, 2001) or photo-charging (Burtscher, 1992). The 
relationship between the electrical field applied and particle size can be obtained by the 
following equation, for the SMPS system (valid for long and nano DMA: LDMA and NDMA):  

            

               (3)
 

Where:  Dm = Electrical mobility diameter;  

 = Mean potential of the inner cylinder (V);  
L  = Classifier length (m); 
qsh = Flow rate in the classifier (m3.s-1); 
r1  = Inner radius (m);  
r2  = Outer radius (m);  
N = Number of elementary charges borne by the particle;  
e  = Elementary charge (1.6x10-19 C); 
CC = Cunningham correction factor; 
μ = Dynamic viscosity of the fluid (μ=1.832x10-5 Not for air, under standard 
temperature and pressure conditions). 

 
The influence of activation or non-activation of multiple charges on measurement was verified in 
the laboratory. For milling of aluminium alloy 2024-T351, no significant difference was 
observed between the corrected data and the uncorrected data (Fig. 13) for the sizes studied 
(electrical mobility diameters smaller than 350 nm). A slight difference was observed for 
particles with diameters between 50 and 200 nm. For particles larger than 200 nm, the correction 
given by the SMPS analysis system is largely sufficient. The larger the particle, the less 
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necessary it seems to correct multiple charges. This outcome still has to be conformed for other 
alloys used in industry.  
 

 
Figure 13 – Influence of correction of multiple charges on particle size distribution. 

 
The efficiency of the aerosol charge neutralizer in the case of the SMPS can be limited by the 
highly charged particles. However, when the flow rate is high, the performance of the aerosol 
charge neutralizer drops. To obtain a balanced charge distribution, it is necessary to have a long 
enough particle residence time in the system. The ion concentration and the residence time must 
be high enough to obtain good outcomes. The correction of particle diffusion is also necessary 
and must be accomplished for particles smaller than 100 nm. 
 
The other factor that must be corrected, also related to the shape and nature of the particle, is 
density. It is important to know the density of the particles in advance in order to introduce this 
data into the configuration of the device. Density can be estimated only after characterization of 
the sampled particle. The shape and reactivity of the particles considerably affect the density. If 
the sampled air contains particles of different densities, the resolution becomes complicated, and 
even impossible. Most measurements give concentrations according to the aerodynamic diameter 
or the electrical mobility of the particles (based on the assumption that the particles are spherical, 
which is not always the case). Based on the particle shape analysis outcomes, correction factors 
accounting for the shape and density of the particles can be developed. 
 
The correction procedure and equations accounting for the shape and density of the particles are 
presented in detail in Chapter 3 of Djebara’s Ph.D. thesis (2012).4 

4 Thesis available on the ÉTS website (http://espace.etsmtl.ca/1014/) [Last consultation: February 10, 2014]. 
                                                 

http://espace.etsmtl.ca/1014/
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4. OUTCOMES AND ANALYSES 

 
4.1 Microscopic characterization of particle shapes and composition  

 

4.1.1 Characterization by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)  

The scanning electron microscope used has a microanalyzer (EDX) that allows collection of the 
photons produced by the primary electron beam. The X-ray detector is able to determine the 
energy of the photons it receives. By analyzing these rays, information is obtained on the 
chemical nature of the atom. Figures 14 and 15 show particles collected during milling of a 
workpiece and analyzed by SEM. This analysis allows the following findings: 

• The particles emitted are oxidized (Fig. 14). The chemical analysis performed shows the 
particle is made of aluminium and oxygen (quantitative outcomes, Fig. 14), and thus 
aluminium oxide. Consequently, the density introduced in the measuring instruments must 
be adjusted to account for the fact that aluminium oxide is involved, and not only 
aluminium. 

• The shape, distribution and degree of agglomeration of the particles obtained during milling 
vary according to the cutting speed (Fig. 15). The particle size is generally smaller than 
100 nm (Fig. 15a, c and d), but depending on the degree of agglomeration, it is possible to 
find agglomerates that appear to be larger. 

 

 
Figure 14 – Example of particle emitted during milling of Al7075-T6, analyzed by SEM 

(Al: aluminium, O: oxygen).  
 

 

 

Quantitative results
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a) Speed: 100 m/min 

 

 
b) Speed: 150 m/min 

 

 
c) Speed: 300 m/min 

 

 
d) Speed: 750 m/min (agglomerate) 

 
e) Speed: 1200 m/min (agglomerate) 

 

 
f) Speed: 750 m/min, distribution 

Figure 15 –SEM images of particles obtained during milling, depending on cutting speed. 
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The microscopic analysis also showed different shapes of heterogeneous NP, in addition to 
agglomerates (Fig. 16). This morphology depends both on the nature of the material constituting 
the particles and the generation mechanism. Likewise, NP agglomeration also does not lead to 
the production of spherical particles. In general, two main morphological families could be 
distinguished: 

• nano-isometric particles, which have essentially the same dimensions in all three 
dimensions (Fig. 16 a and b); 

• agglomerates (flat particles): these are particles which have two dimensions larger than 
the third (Fig. 16c). 

This information on shape will be very useful during correction of the measurement (Section 4.2 
of this report), because the default data of several devices is based on the assumption that the 
particle is spherical.  

 

   
(a) 

    
(b) 

      
(c) 

Figure 16 – Morphological families of particles produced during machining:  
(a, b) nanoparticles and (c) agglomerates. 

50nm 50nm 50nm 

100nm 200nm 100nm 

10nm 5µm 10µm 
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4.1.2 Characterization by transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) 

The polycarbonate substrates did not produce satisfactory outcomes neither with the transmission 
electron microscope nor with the scanning electron microscope. The TEM was unable to detect 
particles. The origin of the problem may be the preparation of the grids. This point must be 
resolved to be able to use TEM to characterize metal NP generated by machining or by friction.  

4.1.3 Characterization by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

The same substrates analyzed by SEM were used in atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM is 
used only for better viewing of the shape of the particles and for confirmation of the existence of 
agglomerates. Similar outcomes therefore were obtained by AFM, but in three dimensions (Fig. 
17). The shape, the distribution and the degree of agglomeration depend on cutting speed, among 
other factors. Analyzing the shape of three-dimensional particles increases measurement 
precision and the efficiency of the devices used, allowing NP size to be obtained in the third 
dimension, which serves to calculate the correction factor with a more precise spatial resolution 
and a minimal error ratio.   

 
a) Speed: 100 m/min 

 
b) Speed: 150 m/min 

 
c) Speed: 300 m/min 

 
d) Speed : 750 m/min 

Figure 17 – Images obtained by AFM of particles generated during machining, depending 
on cutting speed. 

 
In our study, the bidimensional analysis showed the irregularity of the shape of the particles. The 
development of correction based on these outcomes was a major success, but the future use of 
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AFM will certainly increase measurement precision. The analysis of the outer face of a chip 
produced during milling shows it is very likely that the emission of a large quantity of dusts 
occurred during chip shearing and segmentation (see the particles identified on the face of the 
chip, Fig. 18). 
 

 

Figure 18 - Image obtained by SEM of a chip, showing particles emitted in the segmented 
zone of this chip (Djebara, 2012). 

 
 
4.2 Correction of data depending on the shape,  morphology and 

nature of particles   

 
Before presenting the correction outcomes, it is necessary to recall the theory and the 
assumptions used by most measuring instruments. Generally, solid NP come in highly variable 
shapes, contrary to liquid NP, which can be likened to spheres. The determination of the 
parameters characterizing solid NP therefore call for different techniques to ensure a correction 
in relation to the morphology. A  particle in motion within a measuring instrument is subjected to 
forces distributed on the surface, depending on the neighbouring gas, its physical state, its 
relative speed and, of course, the corpuscular shape and its surface roughness. The resultant of 
these forces that influence measurement can be divided into a component directed in the opposite 
direction of the velocity, called resistance or drag, and a perpendicular component called lift, in 
aerodynamics (Fig. 19).  
 
Non-spherical particles generate more drag than their equivalent volume or spherical mass, 
because they present a larger interaction surface with the neighbouring air. If the drag force is 
expressed as a function of the diameter of an equivalent volume, a second correction factor must 
be used to offset the increase in drag due to the non-spherical shape. This correction is linked to 
a factor called the “dynamic shape factor χ” (Fuchs, 1964). It is defined as the ratio between the 
resistance force FP

drag (drag force) on the non-spherical particle considered and the resistance 
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force Fev

drag exercised by the spherical particle of equivalent volume, when the two particles 
move at the same speed relative to the gas (Hinds, 1999): 
 

                                           (4) 
 
 

 
Figure 19 – Representation of a particle in motion in a measuring instrument. 
 

The physical behaviour of aerosols most often is established for spherical particles, while in 
reality, they are rarely spherical (see Figs. 16 to 18 of the previous section). For the SMPS, 
measuring this distribution depends on the principle of selection of particles according to 
electrical mobility, making assumptions on the particles’ spherical shape and density. The 
outcomes have been corrected for the following two shapes: 

• For a size smaller than 100 nm, the particle belongs to the nano-isometric morphological 
family (elongated spherical shape); 

• For a size greater than 100 nm, the particle belongs to the nanoplate morphological 
family (thin parallelepipedic shape or thin disk). 

 
Table 5 and Figure 20 present examples of corrected data. The SMPS raw data varies by size 
class. It is important to remember that in the case of particles generated during machining, the 
measured diameter is one of equivalent mobility (Dm), meaning the diameter of a sphere that 
would behave identically to the measured particle, if this sphere were in the same electrical field. 
The number concentration is then calculated from the measurement of the electrical charge 
carried by the particles (see Eq. 3 and Table 3). Microscopic analysis of the particles is used to 
assess the parameter of the size called “volume-equivalent diameter” (Dev). It corresponds to the 
diameter a sphere of the same volume as the particle would have and it allows estimating of 
particle density. 
 
In the case of particles generated during machining, the Dev can be expressed as a function of the 
shape of these particles and is calculated from the correction factor introduced for non-spherical 
shapes. The shapes and populations are then adapted manually (using the Excel spreadsheet) to 
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describe the distribution by the SMPS as well as possible. The correction of the raw data is thus 
applied to each response before any analysis.  

 
 Table 5: Examples of corrections of concentrations given by the SMPS for distribution of 

machining metal particles. 

Raw data Corrected data 
Diameter  
Dm (nm) 

CP  
(#/cm³) 

CS 
 (nm²/cm³) 

CM
 

 (µg/m³) 
Diameter  
Dev (nm) 

CP  
(#/cm³) 

CS  
(nm²/cm³) 

CM  
(µg/m³) 

        

14.1 1.62E+03 1.01E+06 0.0185 9.6 1.62E+03 4.65E+05 0.0018 

14.6 1.46E+03 9.78E+05 0.0185 9.9 1.46E+03 4.50E+05 0.0058 

15.1 4.76E+04 3.41E+07 0.6720 10.2 4.76E+04 1.57E+07 0.2096 

49.6 2.29E+05 1.77E+09 113.8216 33.6 2.29E+05 8.14E+08 35.4992 

51.4 2.27E+05 1.88E+09 126.2952 34.9 2.27E+05 8.66E+08 39.3895 

53.3 2.29E+05 2.04E+09 141.8872 36.1 2.29E+05 9.40E+08 44.2524 

94.7 2.54E+05 7.16E+09 880.9480 64.2 2.54E+05 3.29E+09 274.7540 

98.2 2.68E+05 8.12E+09 1036.8680 66.6 2.68E+05 3.73E+09 323.3831 

101.8 2.81E+05 9.15E+09 1208.3800 69.0 2.81E+05 4.21E+09 376.8750 

105.5 2.88E+05 1.01E+10 1379.8920 71.5 2.88E+05 4.63E+09 430.3669 

Dm: mobility equivalent diameter;   Dev: volume-equivalent diameter  
CP: number concentration;   CS: specific surface area concentration;   CM: mass concentration  
 
Table 5 compares the raw outcomes and the corrected outcomes, using the equations from Table 
3. The manual correction of the concentrations must be based on a volume-equivalent diameter, 
regardless of the distribution level. As could be expected, the correction affects the specific 
surface area and the mass concentration, but not the number concentration. 
 
Figure 20 represents the correction of our raw outcomes. Based on this correction, one can 
remark that the morphology and density of the particles have significant effects on the 
measurement of the particle concentrations (overestimation by a factor of 2) and on the 
distribution of these particles by diameter. 
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Figure 20 – Effects of shape correction on the mass distribution of ultrafine particles as a 

function of their diameter (taken from Djebara, 2012).  
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4.3 Study of NP emissions during friction  

Many mechanisms involve friction (braking of cars and trains, for example). During friction, two 
materials come into contact and the interfacial interactions play an important role. The friction 
tests were conducted by using the procedure and the setup described in Section 3.1. Remember 
that two setups were used: a mechanism similar to the one allowing braking of cars and trains 
(Fig. 5, Setup 1) and another mechanism simulating friction between a tool and a workpiece 
during machining (Fig. 5, Setup 2). In the case of Setup 2, the tool (pin) turned at predetermined 
rotation speeds and moved along the workpiece at a constant feed rate of 50 m/min. 
 
Figures 21 and 22 present the total concentrations in number of NP emitted during friction of 
aluminium alloys 6061-T6 and 7075-T6, respectively. Figure 23 illustrates the number 
concentrations of NP emitted during milling, compared to those obtained during friction in the 
case of aluminium alloy 6061-T6.  

 

 

Figure 21 – Number concentration of NP (7-500 nm) generated during friction with the tool 
in rotation only or combined with one translation, for aluminium alloy 6061-T6. 
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Figure 22 - Number concentration of NP (7-500 nm) generated during friction with the tool 

in rotation only or combined with one translation, for aluminium alloy 7075-T6.  
 

 
Figure 23 - Number concentration of NP (7-500 nm) generated during friction (with or 

without translation) and milling for aluminium alloy 6061-T6.  
 

 

These outcomes made it possible to demonstrate the following:  

• In general, more NP are emitted when the tool turns in place than when the rotating tool 
moves in translation (Figs. 21 and 22). It therefore follows that friction during which the 
surface contact is constantly renewed (case of friction between the tool and the workpiece 
during machining), produces fewer NP than when the tool or the slug turns in place (Kouam 
et al. 2011).  
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• The existence of critical rotation speeds at which NP emissions are maximum was 

confirmed for friction (Figs. 21 and 22). In the case of friction, depending on the angular 
speed, NP are emitted at a maximum corresponding to a critical speed. The intermediate 
speed range between the low and high speeds must therefore be avoided to reduce source NP 
production (Kouam et al, 2011).  

• However, friction produces much fewer NP than the milling process, as shown in Figure 23. 
For the tested aluminium alloys 6061-T6 and 7075-T6, the number concentration obtained 
from friction was 2 to 10 times lower than the one obtained during milling (Kouam et al, 
2011).  

 
 

4.4 Study of NP emissions during machining 

In Section 4.1, we presented the characterization of the different shapes and the composition of 
the particles obtained during milling. The effects of the materials of the workpiece and the tool, 
and the effects of the cutting conditions, were also studied for other machining processes during 
this project. The drilling tests performed revealed that the presence of a pre-drilling hole results 
in the emission of a greater quantity of particles smaller than 10 µm, but the critical cutting speed 
for which the emissions are maximum remain unchanged (Figs. 24 and 25). 
 
However, cast aluminium alloys (Fig. 25), which are considered to be fragile materials, emitted 
fewer particles than wrought alloys (Fig. 24), which are considered ductile materials. This 
confirms the outcomes of Balout et al (2007), according to which ductile materials produce more 
microparticles than fragile materials. This finding confirms the assumptions adopted during 
modelling and the outcomes of the different cutting and friction processes (Section 4.5). 
Nonetheless, these assumptions still have to be confirmed for NP. 
  

 
a) 6061-T6 

 
b) 7075-T6 

Figure 24 - Number concentration for sizes between 0.5 µm and 10 µm, emitted during 
drilling of two wrought aluminium alloys: 6061-T6 and 7075-T6 (Kouam et al, 2010b). 
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a) A356-T0 

   
b) A319-T0 

Figure 25 - Number concentration for sizes between 0.5 µm and 10 µm during drilling of 
two cast aluminium alloys: A356-T0 and A319-T0 (Kouam et al, 2010b). 

 
For milling, tests were conducted under the conditions described in Table 1 (Chapter 3). The 
goal was to determine the conditions and the factors influencing NP generation. In all, 162 tests 
were performed. The graphs of the effects of each parameter on the number concentration 
(Fig. 26) and on the mass concentration (Fig. 27) of the particles generated immediately show 
the factors with the greatest influence on NP emissions: the material and the type of tool. In fact, 
it was found that: 

• A change of material, by replacing 2024-T351 with 7075-T6, for example, can reduce NP 
emissions (from 4 x 108 to 0.2 x 108 particles per cc, Fig. 26; a decrease of nearly 95%);  

• Likewise changing a tool with small corner radius (IC328 or IC4050, for which the radius 
is 0.5 mm) to a tool with a larger corner radius (IC908, for which the radius is 0.83 mm), 
increases NP emissions. 

However, the graphs of the effects of milling conditions on the surface concentration of the 
particles emitted (Fig. 28) immediately show the “cutting speed”, “cutting depth”, “feed rate” 
and “tool” factors as parameters that greatly influence NP emissions during milling. However, 
the specific surface area concentration does not seem to depend on the milled material.  
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Figure 26 – Effects of milling conditions on the number concentration (CP) of NP. 
 

 

Figure 27 - Effects of milling conditions on the mass concentration (CM) of NP. 
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Figure 28 - Effects of 
milling conditions on the surface concentration (CS) of NP. 

 
In examining all the 162 data samples obtained, we find that nearly 65% of the NP produced 
have aerodynamic diameters smaller than 20 nm (Table 6). 

 

Table 6: Distribution of the number of NP produced during milling, according to their 
diameter (Djebara et al, 2012). 

Diameter range 
Percentage of the total 

number of particles 
generated 

100 nm < Φ < 300 nm 15  

20 nm < Φ <  100 nm 20  

Φ < 20 nm 65  

 
 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) allowed a study of the main effects of the independent 
parameters and their interactions, in order to know their combined effects on the dependent 
response. The ANOVA  determines which of these effects in the regression model is statistically 
significant by using the probabilities (P) and the F ratios of Table 7. The higher the F ratio, the 
more strongly the effect considered the response studied. The variance analysis outcomes 
presented in Table 7 show, for the aluminium alloy 2024-T351 analyzed, the preponderant 
importance of cutting speed for the particle number and mass concentrations among the main 
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milling parameters: speed, feed rate and depth. For the specific surface area concentration, the 
effects of the cutting depth and the interactions with the feed rate are the most significant. The 
other significant effects of the interactions, including the feed rate, concerning the specific 
surface area concentration, are: AAB (speed× speed× feed rate), ABB (speed × feed rate × feed 
rate), BBC (feed rate × feed rate × depth), and AB (speed × feed rate). The feed rate must 
therefore be chosen with care if one wishes to control the specific surface area concentration of 
the NP produced during milling of aluminium alloy 2024-T351. 
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Table 7: Outcomes of the analysis of  variance performed on the factors influencing the 

concentrations of NP emitted during milling of aluminium alloy 2024-T351. 

Variance analysis of the number concentration, CP (R² = 0.7) 

Factors Sum of the squares 
(x1017) DOF F P 

A:Speed 1.999 1 17.71 0.0012 
B:Feed rate 0.104 1 0.92 0.3565 
C:Depth 0.015 1 0.14 0.7175 
BB 0.967 1 8.56 0.0127 
ABB 1.371 1 12.14 0.0045 
Total error 1.355 12   
Variance analysis of the mass concentration, CM (R² = 0.88)  

Factors Sum of the squares 
(x1017) DOF F P 

A:Speed 1.0307 1 51.89 0.0000 
B: Feed rate 0.0862 1 4.34 0.0614 
C:Depth 0.0014 1 0.07 0.7954 
AA 0.1366 1 6.88 0.0237 
BB 0.2977 1 14.99 0.0026 
ABB 0.8550 1 43.05 0.0000 
Total error 0.2185 11   
Variance analysis of the specific surface area concentration, CS (R² = 0.78)  

Factors Sum of the squares 
(x1017) DOF F P 

A:Speed 9.92 1 9.92 0.0016 
B:Feed rate 3.24 1 3.24 0.0719 
C:Depth 10.14 1 10.14 0.0015 
AA 4.27 1 4.27 0.0388 
AB 37.41 1 37.41 0.0000 
BB 13.56 1 13.57 0.0002 
BC 11.80 1 11.80 0.0006 
AAB 33.37 1 33.37 0.0000 
ABB 7.59 1 7.59 0.0059 
ABC 10.81 1 10.81 0.0010 
BBC 48.30 1 48.30 0.0000 
Total error 86.25 6   
DOF: degrees of freedom 

 
The Pareto diagrams presented in Figures 29 to 31 classify the factors tested and the interactions 
between them in order of importance. The vertical reference line appearing in each of these 
diagrams indicates the statistically significant effects, with a 95% degree of confidence. The 
Pareto diagram, where the coefficients are classified in diminishing order of absolute value, 
helps to determine the value below which a factor does not have a significant effect on the 
response studied, in which case said factor can be removed from the prediction model. 
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The process parameters and the conditions governing the specific surface area concentration of 
the particles emitted are different from those governing the particle number or mass 
concentrations (Figs. 29, 30 and 31). These two concentrations are governed by the machined 
material and the type of tool used (factors E and D, and interactions DDE, DD and EE, Figs. 29 
and 30), whereas the specific surface area concentration is governed by the tool (factor D) and 
the interactions between the tool and the feed rate (factor BBD), on the one hand, and the tool 
and the depth (factor CDD), on the other hand. It therefore becomes difficult to identify the 
prescription for the best operating conditions if the metric that will be used by the toxicologists is 
unknown. This difficulty is reflected, for example, in Figure 32, which shows the influence of 
the interaction between the machining feed rate and the material on the mass concentration and 
the specific surface area concentration of the NP. Thus, for a feed rate of 0.1 mm per milling 
cutter tooth, cutting aluminium alloys 2024-T351 and 7075-T6 generate NP with the same 
specific surface area concentration (Fig. 32b), but very different mass concentrations (Fig. 32a). 

 

 
CP 

Figure 29 - Pareto diagram of the effects of milling factors on the number concentration of 
the particles emitted (Djebara, 2012). 
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CM 

Figure 30 - Pareto diagram of the effects of milling factors on the mass concentration of the 
particles emitted (Djebara, 2012). 

 
 

 
CS 

 
Figure 31 - Pareto diagram of the effects of milling factors on the specific surface area 

concentration of the particles emitted (Djebara, 2012). 
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a) 
 

 
b) 

Figure 32 - Effects of the interaction between feed rate and materials on the mass 
concentrations (a) and the specific surface area concentrations (b) of NP emitted during 

milling (Djebara et al, 2012). 
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Following a complete statistical analysis, regression models predicting the emissions according 
to the tool, the cut material and the machining conditions were developed (for the 
methodological details of this approach, see Djebara’s Ph.D. thesis, 2012). These models served 
to develop surface graphs, such as those presented in Figures 33, 34 and 35.  

 

 
a) Number concentration (NP) for alloy 2024-T351 

 
b) Specific surface area concentration (SN) for alloy 2024-T351 
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Figure 33 – Prediction of the particle number and specific surface area concentrations of 
NP emissions during milling (tool IC908) on an aluminium alloy 2024-T351 workpiece: 

Effects of cutting speed and feed rate (Djebara et al, 2010a).  
 

 
a) Number concentration (NP) for alloy 6061-T6. 
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b) Specific surface area concentration (SN) for alloy 6061-T6. 

Figure 34 – Prediction of the particle number and specific surface area concentrations of 
NP emissions during milling (tool IC908) on an aluminium alloy 6061-T6 workpiece: 

Effects of cutting speed and feed rate (Djebara et al, 2010a). 
 

 
a) Number concentration (NP) for alloy 7075-T6 
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b) Specific surface area concentration (SN) for alloy 7075-T6 

Figure 35 – Prediction of the particle number and specific surface area concentrations of 
NP emissions during milling (tool IC908) on an aluminium alloy 7075-T6 workpiece: 

Effects of cutting speed and feed rate (Djebara et al, 2010a). 
 

These response surfaces illustrate the variation of NP concentrations, according to the cutting 
speed and the feed rate. They show a variation that identifies the zones of the experimental field 
for which NP emissions are maximum or minimum, depending on the material used. The main 
conclusions resulting from these graphs are: 

• Cutting speed and feed rate combinations exist for which NP emissions are low. 

• In the experimental field considered, the surface graphs emphasize the importance of the 
“material” and “tool” factors for the cutting speed reached by the NP emissions. 

• The “cutting depth” factor also plays a non-negligible role in obtaining high NP emissions, 
but to a lesser degree than the feed rate. This can also be explained by the relatively small 
cutting depth range tested. We can conclude that the “cutting speed” factor is important in 
management of emissions and that the existence of a critical speed at which these 
emissions are maximum is currently well known (Khettabi, 2009). 

 

4.5  Modelling and prediction of particulate emissions 

The prediction of particulate emissions was based on an index designed by Khettabi et al (2007), 
which consists of calculating the mass of the particles emitted relative to the chip mass 
throughput. This index, called Du (Dust Unit), was defined in Equation 1 in Section 2.2.2. The 
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study of microparticle and NP emissions during this project allowed the development of a 
predictive model serving as an emission reduction source. This modelling adopted a hybrid 
approach by integrating the energy aspect and micro-friction and macro-friction (Khettabi et al, 
2010a). 
 
The energy aspect is based on the fact that the energy provided by the cutting tool must be 
sufficient to break the chemical bonds and form corpuscles of different sizes. The quantity of 
particles produced during machining therefore follows Arrhenian type of exponential law (  ∝ 

). This quantity of particles depends on the energy applied (cutting energy E) relative to the 
energy state of the particle before separation (EA). In this situation, it must be admitted that the 
particles of the same size that separate from the same zone are in the same energy state (same 
activation energy). In other words, EA depends on the size of the particle, the emission zone (EA 
on the surface is the lowest) and the material.  
 
The influence of multiple mechanisms occurring during the cutting process makes quantification 
difficult. The energy aspect is also linked to other phenomena responsible for NP emissions. This 
aspect therefore must be coupled with the effect of macro-friction and micro-friction. The chip 
formation mode that favours the creation of alternating chip fall zones between soft and hard 
layers also triggers micro-friction between these zones. The degree of segmentation can give this 
phenomenon a quantifiable character. A segmentation coefficient β, which identifies the 
appearance of segmentation according to the cutting conditions and the material developed by 
Xie et al (1996), was used in modelling. The effect of friction at the tool-chip interface on 
microparticle emissions is governed by two parameters: the segmentation density of ηS and the 
roughness of the cutting face of tool Ra. The correlation between the different aspects leads to 
their combination by adopting their multiplicative character to design a general model.  

                                                           

                              (5) 

where A: proportionality factor;  
: segmentation coefficient that identifies the appearance of segmentation according to 

the cutting conditions and the workpiece material; 
βc (resp.  βmax ): critical value (resp. maximum value) for which the chip becomes 
segmented; 
Ra: arithmetic mean roughness of the surface finish; 
ηs:  segmentation density; 
V (resp. V0): Cutting speed (resp. critical speed at which the particulate are maximum; 
EA: activation energy of the material; 
φ: shear angle during machining; 
Ch : chip compression rate 
α : tool rake angle; 
Fsh: shear force; 
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b: cutting width; 
f: feed rate; 
δ: parameter of the material characterizing its ability to produce metal particles.  
 

Parameter δ is determined experimentally and its value allows materials to be classified as 
follows: 
 

                                                  (6)                                                                 

 
For cast aluminium alloys, which are considered fragile, this parameter is , while for 
wrought aluminium alloys, which are considered ductile, it is  (example, for 6061-T6: 
δ=1.5). 
 
The parameters such as rake angle α, shear angle φ, cutting speed V, feed rate f, roughness Ra and 
βmax and βc, can be determined easily. The shear force and the temperature can be measured 
directly or estimated theoretically. Nonetheless, measuring is very difficult in some processes. 
The Needelman-Lemonds constitutive equations can be used to estimate stresses and 
temperature. The development of an algorithm represents the behaviour of certain properties 
(Khettabi et al, 2011). Zaghbani et al (2009) proposed a force-temperature predictive model for 
high-speed dry milling with ductile materials. This oblique cutting model is transferred to a 
calculation model to determine the shear stresses and the temperature for an orthogonal cut. The 
outcomes of the simulations (Fig. 36) were validated experimentally (Fig. 37). For more 
information, we recommend the readers consult Khettabi et al (2010a). 
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Figure 36 – Outcomes of the simulations (Eq. 5) of the influence of cutting speed and feed 

rate on NP emissions for alloy Al6061-T6 (Khettabi et al, 2010a). 
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Figure 37 – Experimental outcomes and simulation of particulate emissions during dry 
machining (Khettabi et al, 2010a). 
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5. DISCUSSION  

 
For the purposes of this study, the sampling technique was reviewed and improved to correspond 
to the theoretical principles and experimental requirements. A procedure was also developed and 
applied to allow viewing of the displacement of particles and the movement of the air during 
machining. It consists of machining dry ice blocks and filming the motion of the particles this 
releases. This study allowed better positioning of the measuring system. Similarly, models were 
developed to improve the reliability of numerical predictions by focusing on the phenomena of 
Brownian and turbulent diffusion of NP. This work also allowed assessment and imitation of 
losses in the sampling and measuring systems, by limiting the length of the tubes.  
 
A procedure for capturing particles and preparing them for observation under the microscopes 
was designed and used. The study of the shapes of particles and the simulation of the flows 
around them showed the necessity of designing correction algorithms, better adapted sampling 
techniques and even higher-performance measuring instruments. However, for polycarbonate 
substrates, the protocol and/or the preparation method must be reviewed to improve 
characterization, particularly for the transmission electron microscope (TEM). 
 
The outcomes of this study showed that the conditions of friction and machining (tool geometry, 
workpiece material and thermal state of the workpiece) considerably affect NP emissions. 
Mastering these effects will help control NP better, reduce emissions at the source or target 
emissions of a particular size, for example, a less harmful size. The predictive model developed 
by Khettabi et al (2010a-d) shows the correlation between these different parameters and NP 
emissions. New machining and friction strategies were developed under this study and will allow 
source reduction of NP generation (Khettabi, 2009; Khettabi and Songmene 2009, Khettabi et al, 
2010a-d; Songmene et al, 2008a,b; Kouam et al, 2010a,b; Djebara et al, 2010a,b).  
 
 
5.1 Aerodynamic behaviour of particles 

During fabrication, an additional difficulty in the study of particle generation stems from the fact 
that the processes generate air turbulence, caused by tool-workpiece relative motion. This 
changes the behaviour of the particles and can affect measurement precision. To reduce this 
adverse effect, the concentration measurements were taken a few seconds before the beginning 
of the cutting process and sampling continued a few minutes after the process (when no machine 
component was still rotating), until the concentration was equivalent to the one measured before 
the cutting operation.  
 
As mentioned in the experimental procedure, a technique allowing viewing of displacement of 
the particles and movement of the air during machining was developed and applied in order to 
determine how to position the measuring system optimally. Likewise, modelling and trace gas 
simulation were performed. The small particles tend to behave like a passive scalar in a forced 
air flow. Therefore, dispersion modelling of a trace gas is likely to provide very useful 
information to predict NP dispersion according to the operating conditions around the machine 
tool. Parallel to characterization of the behaviour of these airborne particles and the influence of 
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this behaviour on measurement, experimental tests were conducted with a trace gas. The NP 
transport/diffusion models were compared with the local concentrations of a trace gas in order to 
1) verify whether the trace gas technique can actually be used in the work environment to assess 
workers’ NP exposure, and 2) determine the limits of application of this technique.  
 
It was shown that dispersion modelling of a trace gas can provide very useful information to 
predict the NP transport and diffusion, depending on ventilation conditions (Hallé et al, 2009, 
Morency et al, 2010). Flow modelling inside a machining enclosure is very complex due to i) the 
absence of symmetry in the volume to be discretized and ii) the difficulty associated with the 
imposition of borderline conditions, whether during drilling, milling or turning operations. 
Therefore, the publications cited above focused on modelling the flow and transport of airborne 
NP in an inhalation chamber, which represents a “simpler” geometry to model. The numerical 
resolution of the Navier-Stokes equations in a turbulent regime, coupled with the NP mass 
transport equation, allowed prediction of transport and diffusion of a TiO2 aerosol 30 nm in 
diameter (aerodynamic diameter), accounting for the phenomenon of NP capture by the walls. 
The numerical outcomes were compared with experimental outcomes obtained by means of a 
Dekati cascade impactor. The outcomes indicated an excellent match between the mass fractions 
predicted numerically and the experimental outcomes, namely 6.02×10-8 kg of TiO2/kg of air 
(numerical) vs. 5.59×10-8 of TiO2/kg of air (experimental). 
 
Morency et al (2008) also assessed four Browning NP diffusion models. The friction (f) and 
diffusion (D) coefficients of three different models were compared with the predictions of the 
kinetic theory of gases. Apart from the outcomes obtained from the kinetic theory of gases, it 
was shown that the f and D coefficients of the different models are highly comparable. The most 
significant differences were observed for the Stokes model, which slightly underestimates the 
diffusion coefficient compared to the Friedlander and Gussman models; the variances are more 
significant for aerodynamic diameters greater than 60 nm. Figure 38 compares the D coefficients 
for TiO2 NP, as a function of the aerodynamic diameter. It was also shown that the Brownian 
diffusion coefficient increases with temperature (Morency and Hallé, 2013). However, this 
dependence should not significantly affect NP aerodynamic behaviour in the context of high-
speed machining processes. 
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Figure 38 –Brownian diffusion coefficient as a function of the aerodynamic diameter 
obtained for four models (Morency and Hallé, 2013). 

 

Another aspect of this study was the application of the trace gas technique for prediction of the 
NP deposition coefficient in measuring systems using a suction tube for aerosol collection, such 
as the SMPS. The study of these losses by laminar and turbulent diffusion in a circular tube 1 cm 
in diameter was published, in part, by Morency and Hallé (2010). Figure 39 compares the 
numerical outcomes obtained with the Friedlander correlations for the mass fraction of the NP, 
as a function of the length of the suction tube. According to these outcomes, the larger the 
diameter of the suction tube, the smaller the losses. Longer tubes thus could be used. However, 
for small-diameter tubes (e.g. in the order of 10  mm or less), there is an interest in not exceeding 
a length of one metre.  
 
Morency and Hallé (2013) also studied NP deposition by the trace gas approach in enclosures 
ventilated according to the dilution principle. Such a study allows better viewing of particle 
dispersion and could help choose the positioning of the air inlet and outlet. However, its 
application to machine tools must be refined to account for moving parts during a machine tool 
cutting process. 
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Figure 39 – Mass fraction of airborne NP in a circular tube (1 cm) as a function of length 

(adapted from Morency and Hallé, 2010). 
 
 
5.2 Effect of the process and cutting strategies 

The behaviour of the workpiece material during deformation and the chip formation mode attest 
to the difficulty of comparing different machining processes. From the standpoint of particulate 
emissions, comparison is possible but interpretation remains complex. It is important to 
remember that the friction processes produce much fewer NP than the machining processes 
(Kouam et al, 2011). However, it would be preferable to be able to classify the machining 
processes according to their particulate emission power.  
  
Following this project, Khettabi et al (2011) designed an assessment model for the sustainability 
during machining of aluminium alloys. This model includes particulate emissions, machining 
costs and the energy required for cutting. With this model, it is now possible to classify materials 
and processes according to their sustainability and their particulate emissions (Fig. 40). 
Following  this classification, milling appears to be the process that generates the most particles, 
followed by turning. Drilling, a very common operation in industry, emits few particles 
compared to the other processes. 
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Figure 40 – Comparison of emissions of different processes, using the Dust Unit  
(Eq. 2) (Khettabi et al, 2011). 

 
 
Lubrication also plays a role in particulate emissions (Fig. 41) (Kouam et al, 2012). In the 
presence of lubricant, the quantity of aerosol increases due to the droplets produced during the 
impact of the fluid on the workpiece or during the motion of the components of the tool-
workpiece system. This increase in aerosols formed by metal particles and cutting fluid droplets 
is greater in semi-dry cutting (Fig. 41), because the fluid is projected onto the tool in the form of 
mist. It would be necessary to conduct an additional study to determine the exact proportion of 
metal particles in all the aerosols measured, with a view to establishing the effects of the cutting 
fluid and its conditions of application to NP generation (Kouam et al, 2012).   
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Figure 41 – Comparison of aerosol emissions (PM2.5) during turning of aluminium 6061-T6, 

as a function of lubrication conditions (Kouam et al, 2012). 
 
5.3 Tool effect: Geometry and coating 

The tool parameters likely to influence chip formation, shear, deformations, cutting stresses and 
heat generated during machining, and therefore the emitted particles, include their geometry 
(rake angle, clearance angle, helix angle, corner radius and edge preparation) and the exterior 
coating of the tool. Figure 42 presents a simplified geometry of the cutting tool. The chip flows 
onto the cutting face of the tool. This face (which can be coated or uncoated) forms a rake angle 
or clearance angle (γ) with the normal of the freshly machined surface. This rake angle can be 
positive or negative (as indicated in Figure 42), which will influence chip formation and chip 
flow, shearing of the material, deformation of the material and the energy necessary for cutting.  

 
Regarding the tool coating, Djebara et al (2013) tested two milling tools with the same corner 
radius (0.5 mm), but made with a different coating (TiCN for grade IC328, compared to 
TiCN/Al2O3/TiN multilayers for grade IC4050) on aluminium alloys. The outcomes showed that 
the coating first influences the specific surface area of fine particles (PM2.5), before the 
machining process parameters (speed, feed rate, depth) and the type of machined material 
(aluminium alloys: 6061-T6, 7075-T6 and 2024-T351) (Fig. 43). The multilayer coated tool 
(IC4050) generated particles with a total specific surface area greater than that of the particles 
generated with the tool coated with TiCN (IC328). This is explained by the difference between 
the surface finishes of these two coatings, which alters the real contact surface.  
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Figure 42 – Simplified schematic representation of tool geometry: rake angle, shear angle, 

clearance angle and corner angle.  
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 43 – Effects of interactions between the cutting speed and the grade (tool coating) on 
the specific surface area of fine particles (PM2.5) (Djebara et al, 2013). The coatings are 

TiCN for grade IC328 and TiCN/Al2O3/TiN for grade IC4050. 
 
Regarding the tool corner radius (rε, Fig. 42), it has been shown, in the Outcomes section 
(Section 4) of this report, that changing from milling tool with a small corner radius (IC328 or 
IC4050, which has a 0.5 mm radius) to a tool with a larger corner radius (IC908, which has a 
radius of 0.83 mm), increases NP emissions (number concentration, Fig. 26, and mass 
concentration, Fig. 27). In fact, the larger the corner radius, the greater the deformations in the 
main cutting zone and along the shear plane, and the more particles may be generated during the 

α :    Clearance angle
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process. However, having more particles is not synonymous with a greater total specific surface 
area of these particles (Fig. 28). 
 
For drill bits, it can be expected that the corner radius, the helix angle or the web  size influence 
particulate emissions. For example, when drilling wrought and cast aluminium alloys, Kouam et 
al (2010b) showed that the pre-drilling hole has a considerable influence, in addition to the 
cutting conditions, on particulate emissions ranging between 0.5 and 20 micrometres. It is known 
that a pre-drilling hole is often made in industry to improve the stability of the process and the 
quality of the workpieces, but little is known about the resulting particulate emissions. In 
general, for each material, the maximum particle concentration is always emitted at the same 
cutting speed and has the same order of magnitude (Figs. 24 and 25). Particulate emissions 
during drilling are independent of the drill web, because the pre-drilling hole eliminates the web 
effect. These outcomes, which are very interesting in practical terms, will have to be verified 
later to determine whether they apply to NP. 

 
The effects of rake angles on particulate emissions were assessed. Figures 44-46 present the 
effects of a negative rake angle (-7 degrees) or a positive rake angle (+7 degrees) on number 
concentration, specific surface area concentrations, mass concentrations, and particle size 
distribution (aerodynamic diameter) of NP. It clearly emerges that the use of  a tool with a 
positive rake angle (+7 degrees) generates more NP (number concentrations, Fig. 45, specific 
surface area concentrations, Fig. 46) than cutting with a tool with a negative rake angle (-7 
degrees). This can be explained by the change in the chip formation and on the chip flow 
process. The existence of two peaks in the aerodynamic diameter range from 15 nm to 25 nm for 
machining with a positive rake angle reveals the existence of two particle formation processes in 
this case, compared to machining with a negative rake angle. This finding is worth further 
investigation. 
 
However, changing the tool’s rake angle, at least for this turning operation and for the tested 
conditions, does not seem to influence the size distribution of the particles emitted, but instead 
influences their concentrations. This is valid for the three metrics used (number concentration, 
Fig. 44; specific surface area concentration, Fig. 45 and mass concentration, Fig. 46). 
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Figure 44 – Effect of the tool’s rake angle on number concentration and particle size 
distribution of NP during orthogonal turning of steel  

AISI 1018: a) negative angle; b) positive angle (Khettabi et al, 2010b). 
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Figure 45 – Effect of the tool’s rake angle on specific surface area concentration and 
particle size distribution of NP during orthogonal turning of steel  

AISI 1018: a) negative angle; b) positive angle (Khettabi et al, 2010b).  
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Figure 46 – Effect of the tool’s rake angle on mass concentration and particle size 
distribution of NP during orthogonal turning of steel  

AISI 1018: a) negative angle; b) positive angle (Khettabi et al, 2010b). 
 

5.4 Effect of the material 

The workpiece material and its thermal state considerably affect NP emissions during machining 
and friction. A fragile material generates much fewer NP than a ductile material. In the same 
family of materials, the tenacity seems to be the sign that determines the alloy’s emissivity. Thus, 
in wrought aluminium alloys, 2024-T351 produces more particles than 6061-T6, which in turn 
produces more than 7075-T6 (see Fig. 26, 27, 33-35 and 47). Figure 47 summarizes such a 
comparison in the case of aluminium alloys. However, there is little difference in specific surface 
area concentrations from one alloy to another. Let us not forget that the feed rate used can affect 
these outcomes (see Fig. 32). It was also shown that the material influences the critical value of 
the speed associated with maximum emission (Khettabi and Songmene, 2009). 
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Particle generation during fabrication processes is at the origin of friction in two places, one at 
the tool-chip interface and the other between the different chip fall zones. Particle formation 
therefore involves two main stages that depend specifically on the material (Khettabi et al, 2008). 
First, the contact roughnesses are deformed locally. Then, if the material is ductile, the deformed 
parts will be further modified and strain hardened, which will weaken them locally so that they 
end up separating. However, if the material is fragile, the part that tends to deform will break off, 
producing large fragments. Thus, in the case of a fragile material where chip fall zones do not 
exist and where tool-chip friction is limited, the processes can only produce large particles, and 
therefore almost no nanometric particles. This explains why ductile materials produce so many 
NP. 
  
Because of their size, NP emitted during friction or machining are highly reactive. They oxidize 
instantaneously when they separate from the workpiece. The material of the particle is therefore 
different from the material of the workpiece (see Fig. 14).  
 

 
 

Figure 47 – Comparison of the influence of the workpiece materials on NP emissions 
during milling of 2 aluminium alloys (7075-T6 and 6061-T6) relative to aluminium alloy 

2024-T351. 
 
5.5 Critical speed and experimental conditions 

During machining and during friction, the cutting speed is the most conclusive parameter. It 
influences productivity, surface finish, workpiece quality, the chip formation mode, the life cycle 
of the tool and ultrafine aerosol emissions. Cutting speed and cutting conditions influence the 
size, shape and distribution of NP emitted (Khettabi et al, 2010d; Djebara et al, 2012). The 
quantity of particles emitted by friction or by machining depends on a maximum that 
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corresponds to a critical speed. This speed is found in an intermediate range between the low and 
high speeds. However, the critical speed at which the maximum quantity of particles is emitted 
depends much more on the workpiece material than on the process (Khettabi and Songmene 
2009). This quantity of particles emitted also varies according to the metric considered (specific 
surface area concentration, number concentration or mass concentration). 
 
The speeds adopted to generate the simulations appearing in Figures 33 and 34 are medium and 
high speeds. If particulate emissions are examined for lower speeds (<300 m/min), there is first 
an increase in emissions, and then a decrease beginning at a certain speed qualified as critical 
(also see Figs. 36 and 37). The model developed (Eq. 5) and the simulation outcomes (see 
Fig. 36) show the critical speed is identical for the same material. The variation of cutting 
conditions for the same material in Equation 5 essentially affects the quantity of NP emitted and 
not the critical speed. These outcomes were also confirmed when drilling wrought aluminium 
alloys (see Fig. 24) and cast aluminium alloys (see Fig. 25), and during friction (see Fig. 22). The 
exact determination of this critical speed for common shaping applications will allow better 
prescription of the conditions that emit few undesirable particles and thus will open a door to 
source reduction of NP emissions. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The research conducted during this project allowed the development of a sampling method 
accounting for the behaviour of particles (during generation and capture) and the development of 
a characterization procedure adapted to NP. An NP collection, transfer and processing procedure 
for microscopic analysis (TEM, SEM, AFM) was also implemented. The application of the trace 
gas technique for prediction of the NP deposition coefficient in the measuring systems allowed 
assessment of losses in the tube.  
 
These methods, tested during machining of certain aluminium alloys and during friction tests of 
aluminium alloys with carbide slugs allowed the following conclusions: 

• NP sampling and capture depend on the measuring instrument used and are necessary for 
microscopic analysis and characterization. However, provision must be made for some 
particularities, such as the application of nanolayered metallization to ensure fixation of 
deposited NP.  

• Machining and friction processes generate NP. Numerically, these processes produce more 
NP than microparticles. Friction emits more NP (around 3x108 particles/cm3 for 
aerodynamic diameter particles between 10 nm and 100 nm) than microparticles (about ten 
particles per cm3 for particles between 0.5 µm and 3 µm). However, friction produces far 
fewer NP than machining processes.  

• The degree of agglomeration is greatly affected by cutting conditions (cutting speed). We 
should note this agglomeration can occur during particle generation, after particle generation 
(interactions according to their airborne behaviour), during the sampling process (suction) or 
during deposition on the substrate. In the context of this work, it was not possible to identify 
the level at which agglomeration occurs. It would be desirable for later studies to address 
this point. 

• The metal particles emitted during machining are of varied shapes (isolated particles, 
aggregates or agglomerated particles). In general, for a size smaller than 100 nm, the particle 
belongs to the nano-isometric morphological family (elongated sphere), while for a size 
greater than 100 nm, the particle belongs to the nanoplate morphological family (cubic shape 
or thin disk). This variation imposes the need for data correction to improve measuring 
efficiency. It was demonstrated that overestimating by a factor greater than 2 can be caused 
by non-correction of the shape (actual size, equivalent diameter and electrical mobility 
diameter). 

• The process parameters and the conditions governing the specific surface area of the 
particles emitted are different from those controlling numbers or specific mass. For the 
aluminium tested, statistical analysis showed that number and specific mass are governed by 
the material and the type of tool used. Specific surface area is dictated by the tool, the feed 
rate and the cutting depth. It follows that the prescription of better operating conditions 
becomes difficult without knowing the metric (specific surface area, number or mass 
concentration) the toxicologists will use to determine the exposure limits. 
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• NP source reduction is possible by using new machining and friction strategies. For 

example, the quantity of particles emitted by friction or by machining as a function of speed 
depends on a maximum that corresponds to a critical speed. This critical speed depends 
more on the workpiece material and the metric considered than on the process. Choosing the 
intermediate speed range between the low and high speeds must be avoided to reduce NP 
production at the source. For complete optimization, it is first appropriate to choose a metric 
for assessment of NP emissions.  

• Exploitation of the simulation outcomes based on the model developed (Eq. 5) and the 
experimental outcomes also showed that the geometry of the tool (direction angle, rake 
angle, corner radius) and its coating significantly affect NP generation. More specifically, 
the tool coating influences the specific surface area of the particles, while the geometry 
influences the mass concentration of the particles emitted. The variation of the direction 
angle results in a change of the deformed thickness of the chip and therefore changes the 
dust emissions. When the width of the chip increases, the surface of the particle-emitting 
chip increases in turn, leading to more emissions. It was shown that a 90° direction angle 
results in less dust than a different angle. The farther the direction angle is from a right 
angle, the more significant the difference. Likewise, during an orthogonal cut, a negative 
angle (-7°) generates fewer microparticles and NP than a positive angle (+7°) or a zero 
angle. This is due to a very high degree of chip segmentation.  

• NP emissions are directly related to the cutting energy and the chip formation mode. A 
phenomenological description was used to design a hybrid analytical model based on the 
activation energy and the friction during chip formation. A new formulation, describing NP 
emissions as a function of tool geometry, workpiece materials, chip segmentation density 
and cutting conditions, was proposed and validated experimentally (Eq. 5).  

 
The analysis of the Brownian NP diffusion models allowed us to predict the losses by deposition 
on the wall and to conclude that the coefficients obtained from these models are highly 
comparable, but difficult to apply in industrial situations. The flows encountered in machining 
processes are turbulent, and these turbulent effects will therefore influence NP diffusion. There 
is a need for more in-depth studies to predict NP transport and diffusion in flows encountered in 
manufacturing processes.
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7. APPLICABILITY OF OUTCOMES  

 
The research published within the context of this project made it possible to obtain satisfactory 
scientific and industrial outcomes. The sampling technique was improved to ensure better 
characterization. The comparison of several measuring instruments demonstrated the limits of 
each, making it necessary to develop measurement correction algorithms. The sampling and 
characterization procedures, developed by the team for the NP emitted during the fabrication 
processes and during the friction tests, could be useful in many fabrication industries, especially 
for processes that generate a lot of dust. This procedure can also help hygienists control 
emissions and exposure risks in industrial environments.  
 
The project also made it possible to quantify NP emissions and link their concentration to their 
size; this information can be useful to design means of protection and ventilation for such 
processes. It was proved that the particles emitted during machining and friction have varied 
sizes and shapes. This variety affects measurement, because generally the measuring instruments 
consider the particles to be spherical. Observation under the transmission electron microscope or 
the scanning electron microscope showed different perfectly heterogeneous NP shapes 
(spherical, cubic and flat) and highly irregular agglomerates. It would be interesting to develop 
measurement correction algorithms, based on image analyses and statistics. 
 
All this work made it possible to apprehend the interactions between the cutting parameters and 
the NP generation modes. The revelation of the sensitivity of the emission process to cutting 
parameter variations demonstrates the importance of the measuring procedure (sampling, 
capture, particle shape analysis and correction of the concentration data in view of the shape of 
the particles). The present research mitigates this deficiency. We are thinking of the following 
discoveries, in particular: 

• It was proved that the number and mass concentrations are governed by process parameters 
that are different from those governing the specific surface area of the NP. It is therefore 
recommended that information be provided on all these metrics.  

• Without an adequate correction relative to the shape and density of the particles, the data 
provided by the metrological devices tested overvalue the particle size. The impact of a 
correction on this data turned out to be important from a quantitative standpoint (factor of 2).  

• The particles in the 10-500 nm range were tracked during a milling process. A database was 
thus constituted and completed with the metrological parameters. During this operation, the 
number concentration essentially extended from 0.1x108 to 4.15x108 #/cm3. A comparison 
with the observations reported by other studies indicates that these outcomes are obtained at 
high pollution levels (Khettabi et al, 2011; Kouam et al, 2011). On the other hand, it is 
observed that NP (10-100 nm) are dominant in the number concentration. However, larger 
particles (100-500 nm) visibly play a non-negligible role in terms of mass. This clearly 
shows that the current means of monitoring, based on mass concentration measurement, are 
influenced by particles larger than 100 nm. 
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• The experimental outcomes also showed the existence of a cutting speed and feed rate range 

in milling for which NP emissions are minimal. This is a remarkable breakthrough for the 
reduction of particulate emissions during machining. 

 
This work can support subsequent studies in toxicology with a view to the establishment of an 
NP emission standard to improve air quality in machine shops. 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
This project demonstrates that measurement and control of NP constitute problems regarding 
which several points must be gradually resolved. The following aspects should be studied to 
improve knowledge in this field and increase the applicability of the outcomes:  

• Conduct tests on other materials, processes and conditions used in industries and confirm NP 
composition by X-ray analysis. In particular, we are thinking of lubrication modes (dry, 
semi-dry and completely lubricated), composite materials, steels and materials that emit a 
large quantity of dusts, such as granites and graphite electrodes.  

• Complete the analysis of NP behaviour during the process and optimize the sampling setups, 
according to the processes and cutting tools, in order to improve capture and measurement. 
In the context of metrological development and the advancement of knowledge of NP 
emissions, a general correction algorithm must be adapted to the data provided by the 
measuring instruments (such as the SMPS) to improve the particle size measurements. 
Image analysis and software design must also be completed. Optimization of residence time 
and better correction of the particle’s charge and density are necessary for devices that use 
electrical mobility. The development of an automated image analysis procedure is also 
required to build reliable correction algorithms. To do this, it is necessary to use a statistical 
information extraction method by automatic image processing (SEM or TEM) based on the 
particle morphology.  

Analyze NP coagulation. NP can coagulate during Brownian agitation. The mass concentration is 
not affected by this phenomenon. However, coagulation results in enlargement of the particles 
and a decrease in number concentration. Therefore, the particle size spectrum of a nanosized 
aerosol cannot be considered stationary if the number concentration is too high. It would also be 
interesting to estimate the effect of walls and NP sedimentation on coagulation. Such a study 
must also examine the moment when coagulation occurred: during the process or during 
sampling.
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